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Abstract

The maximum solid phase concentration in geophysical turbulent gas‐
particle mixtures is essential for understanding the flow dynamics but is 
poorly known. We present laboratory experiments on turbulent mixtures of 
air and ceramic particles generated in a vertical pipe. The mixtures had 
maximum bulk concentrations Cmax = 0.7–2.4 vol. % set by the onset of 
clustering and that increased with the degree of turbulence. Comparison with
results of similar experiments with less dense (glass) particles reveals that 
Cmax increases with the particle Reynolds number according to Cmax = 0.78 × 
Rep

0.17. Published results of experiments at specific Rep in different 
configurations are consistent with our data, suggesting that the model for 
Cmax may be generally applicable to turbulent mixtures. From our empirical 
laws we infer that natural turbulent gas‐particle flows with Rep ~ 102–105 
have maximum solid concentrations of ~2–5 vol. %.

1 Introduction

Turbulent dilute mixtures of gas and solid particles are found in various 
geophysical contexts. They include dust storms (e.g., Goudie & Middleton, 
2001), powder snow avalanches (e.g., Carroll et al., 2013), and volcanic 
biphasic suspensions such as conduit flows, buoyant plumes, or pyroclastic 
density currents (e.g., Bonadonna et al., 2011; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; 
Dufek, 2016; Gonnermann & Manga, 2007). The concentration of particles 
controls the dynamics of these mixtures by changing their density and in 
some cases their thermal energy (Valentine & Sweeney, 2018). The 
concentration is thought to be typically less than ~1 vol. % (Andrews, 2014; 
Cantero et al., 2012; Lube et al., 2014). However, the maximum amount of 
solid particles that can be carried by a turbulent fluid and its possible 
dependence on the degree of turbulence (i.e., macroscopic or particle 
Reynolds numbers) are poorly known. For the case of pyroclastic density 
currents in which mean density and velocity are controlled by particle 
concentration, the dynamic pressure and volcanic hazard are sensitive to the
unknown concentration. Uncertainty in particle concentration affects the 
interpretation of deposits in terms of flow duration, current velocity and 
current thickness, and sedimentation processes.



Weit et al. (2018) investigated experimentally turbulent mixtures of air and 
glass beads in a vertical pipe as a function of the mixture Reynolds number,

(1)

with U as the mean air flow velocity, D as the pipe diameter, and ρmix = Cρs +
(1 − C)ρ and μmix = (1 + 2.5C)μ as the density and the viscosity of the 
mixture, respectively, with C as the mean particle volume concentration, ρs 
as the particle density, ρ as the air density, and μ as the air dynamic 
viscosity. Particles were either injected in the pipe or entrained from a dense 
bed to create a particle‐air suspension. The mixtures had Remix ~ 104–106 and
bulk maximum particle concentrations of ~1–2.8 vol. %, which increased 
with Remix. These dilute mixtures contained denser regions called clusters 
whose onset of formation coincided with the maximum bulk concentrations 
observed. The particle clusters segregated from the homogeneous mixture, 
settled downward, and formed a concentrated fluidized bed. A balance of 
particles cycling between the two regions set the maximum concentration of 
particles in the dilute mixture. Clustering has been the focus of numerous 
studies in engineering and fluid mechanics (e.g., Harris et al., 2002; Horio & 
Kuroki, 1994; Neri & Gidaspow, 2000). Though clustering is still not fully 
understood it is thought to be caused essentially by dissipation of the 
granular temperature arising from particle collisions (Dufek et al., 2012) and 
by hydrodynamic instabilities caused by relative motion between the 
particles and the carrier fluid phase (Fullmer & Hrenya, 2017). Harris et al. 
(2002) showed that clusters in vertical risers had a variety of shapes, sizes, 
and velocities. The clusters moved downward in the annulus regions and 
upward in the core region, and they broke‐up after formation, descended, 
and were reentrained in the upward flow. Most of these characteristics were 
observed as well by Weit et al. (2018). Clusters and their influence on the 
flow behavior have also been described in large‐scale experiments 
simulating pyroclastic density currents (e.g., Breard et al., 2016), suggesting 
that clusters may be fundamental in controlling the dynamics of turbulent 
geophysical mixtures.

Weit et al. (2018) discussed implications of their experiments for natural 
systems, and they argued that the processes controlling the onset of 
clustering and hence the maximum particle concentrations in gas‐particle 
mixtures could operate either at the flow scale (cf. macroscopic Reynolds 
number) or at the particle scale (cf. particle Reynolds number). The 
difference matters for extrapolation to the much larger length scales that 
characterize geophysical flows. In order to identify whether flow‐scale and 
particle‐scale processes are likely to control the threshold solid 
concentration, we carried out new experiments involving particle sizes and 
density different than that used by Weit et al. (2018). Here we compare both 
sets of results and discuss the control parameter of the maximum particle 
concentrations as well as implications for geophysical turbulent flows.



2 Methodology

The experiments were carried out in a vertical pipe system consisting of two 
different parts (Figure 1). The lower part was the main experimental unit. It 
consisted of a perspex pipe in which turbulent biphasic mixtures were 
generated by first pouring particles onto a basal porous plate and then 
injecting air through the plate. The upper part served as a collection unit for 
the particles that escaped from the lower pipe whose top was covered by a 
grid. The mesh size of the grid was slightly larger than the grain size of the 
sieved particles used to generate the biphasic mixtures in order to avoid 
accumulation of particles in the interstices of the mesh. Two to three 
pressure sensors, with sampling frequencies of 100–200 Hz, along the side of
the pipe measured the fluid pressure of the gas‐particle mixtures at different
heights. The device was connected to an air compressor. A Photron Fastcam 
SA3 high‐speed video camera recorded the experiments at rates of 500–
1,000 frame/s and at a resolution of 1,024 × 1,024 pixels.



The upward air velocity was set to match the settling velocity of the particles
in order to obtain a turbulent but quasi‐static air‐particle mixture, which was 
stable for ~20 s. The settling velocity was calculated using the method 
described in section 3.1 of Weit et al. (2018). We used five different size 
ranges of sieved ceramic beads with a density of 3,800 kg/m3, with 
corresponding pure air flow velocities of up to 5.8 m/s. The experimental 
conditions for each grain size range, including mesh size, air flow properties, 
terminal settling velocity, dimensionless numbers, and the number of 
experiments performed are listed in Table 1. The values of the mixture 
Reynolds number > 105 ensured fully turbulent flow conditions. The particle 
Reynolds number is defined as

(2)

with d as the particle diameter, ρ = 1.2 kg/m3, and μ = 1.8 × 10−5 Pa.s. The 
Stokes number is defined as the ratio of the particle drag response time 
~(ρs‐ρ)d2/μ over the overturn time of an eddy D/U, so that

(3)

We choose a length scale D for the flow timescale because cluster size and 
eddy size are limited by D. Note that a correction for the particle drag 
response time may be used (Cerminara et al., 2016) but has little influence 
on our results (Supporting Information S4). We also carried out one 
complementary experiment involving a mixture of ceramic and glass 
particles (the latter with a density of 2,500 kg/m3) that had about the same 
settling velocity and were in equal volume proportion (Table 1).

Bulk particle concentrations in the pipe, defined by the ratio of the volume of
the particles and the volume of the pipe, between 0.25 and 3.25 vol. % were 
used in steps of 0.10 vol. % (i.e., 21.5 ± 0.01 g) or 0.25 vol. %. A total of 27 
experiments (665 single measurements) for all five grain size ranges and the



ceramic‐glass mixture were carried out. One experiment consisted of up to 
25 runs including two measurements per run, a first standard measurement 
(pure air flow without particles) and a second measurement with a known 
bulk particle volume concentration in the pipe. The maximum particle 
concentrations were determined from the pressure measurements.

3 Results

3.1 General Observations

The turbulent mixtures of air and ceramic particles were homogeneous up to 
the measured maximum particle concentration, Cmax, which increased with 
the degree of turbulence and varied from 0.7 to 2.4 vol. % (Figure 1 and 
Table 1). Clusters formed above this maximum concentration and rendered 
the mixtures heterogeneous (Figure 1). They appeared as elongated 
deforming denser regions and usually moved upward in the pipe center but 
always downward in outer regions. The clusters had terminal fall velocities 
larger than that of a single particle, and hence, they settled and led to the 
formation of a relatively thin dense fluidized bed at the bottom of the column
underneath a larger upper dilute region at particle concentration Cmax. The 
dense fluidized bed regenerated continuously because of the supply of 
particles from settling clusters and of the loss of particles injected into the 
dilute mixture due to air flow passing through the bed. It was highly agitated,
and due to high expansion in some cases for particle sizes of 300–315 μm 
and larger pressure sensor 2 (PS2; Figure 1) could not be used to determine 
the particle concentration in the upper dilute part, and hence, pressure 
sensor 3 (PS3) was used.

3.2 Particle Concentrations and Comparison With Earlier Experiments

For all the grain size ranges and the binary ceramic/glass mixture, the 
pressure measured by the sensor at the base (PS1) was close to the 
theoretical pressure equal to the weight of the particles divided by the cross‐
sectional area of the pipe, indicating that the weight of the particles was 
almost entirely supported by air drag and transmitted to the sensor through 
the interstitial air (Figure 2). Measurements above the basal fluidized bed 
with either pressure sensors PS2 or PS3 showed an increase of the pressure 
until the maximum concentration threshold, which was followed by a 
stagnation of the pressure. In some cases (Figure 2b) the pressure slightly 
increased or decreased above the maximum concentration threshold. We 
have no explanation for the origin of this phenomenon, which might however
be due to differences in cluster size and frequency for different particle sizes 
considered. Notice that the increase or decrease in particle concentration, 
when present, was weak. We recall that our focus was the determination of 
Cmax at the onset of clustering. The data revealed a gap between the 
theoretical pressure and that measured by the sensors, which we attribute to
local higher particle concentration in the dilute mixture close to the fluidized 
bed, meaning there were fewer particles than theoretically predicted above 



the sensor assuming a homogeneous mixture (videos of the experiments 
confirmed an increase of the particle concentration toward the dense bed).

The maximum mean particle concentration in the dilute mixture was 
determined from the data of sensors PS2 or PS3 by considering the break in 
slope of the pressure curves. The data for Cmax are given in Figure 3 as a 



function of Remix or Rep, and they are compared with the data of experiments 
with glass beads of Weit et al. (2018). The maximum volume concentrations 
for the ceramic or glass particles are ~0.7–2.4 vol. % and increase with Remix 
and Rep. The range of Cmax for a given particle size is typically less than 0.2–
0.6 vol. %. Figure 3 shows that when Cmax is plotted against Remix, the data 
for both types of particles define two distinct trends, and the concentrations 
for the ceramic particles are in general lower than for glass particles. 
However, the trends collapse fairly well if the data are plotted against Rep, 
hence giving a main trend of Cmax = 0.78 × Rep

0.17 for all experiments with 
both particle types. Notice that (i) Cmax measured for the binary mixture is 
very close to the value given by the main trend; (ii) if Rep is defined 
considering the density and the viscosity of the mixture, instead of that of 
the pure air, then the main trend is very close to that described above 
(Supporting Information S1); and (iii) the power law obtained considering St, 
that is, Cmax = 0.16 × St0.16, is slightly different than for Rep because ceramic 
and glass beads have different densities (Supporting Information S3 and S4).
Conversion of particle volume concentration to bulk mixture density, which 
varies from ~30 to ~ 90 kg/m3 (Supporting Information S2), shows that the 
ceramic and glass particles have very different dependencies on Rep. Bulk 
densities for both particle types overlap at low Rep, and the trends diverge 
for Rep greater than about 20.



4 Discussion

We now discuss the maximum solid concentrations observed in our 
experiments as well as implications for natural flows. Our results suggest 
that processes at the particle scale (cf. Rep) control the maximum particle 
concentration in turbulent biphasic mixtures. This is consistent with the fact 
that Cmax is set by particle clustering, which is caused, along with particle 
collisions, by hydrodynamic instabilities occurring at the particle scale 
(Fullmer & Hrenya, 2017). Cmax is greater than the value, ~10−3, at which 



four‐way coupling controls dynamics (e.g., Elghobashi, 1994), where four‐
way coupling means that the particles and gas interact with each other, and 
particle‐particle interactions affect dynamics as well. But specifying how 
these instabilities ultimately control Cmax is not straightforward because no 
detailed analytical description of clustering is available in literature nor are 
we able to develop a model. Further, the Stokes number is large enough that
numerical simulations require fully resolved direct numerical simulation 
(Balachandar & Eaton, 2010). The similar trends for Rep and St we found, 
owing to the relatively small variation of the ratio of the particle density to 
that of the ambient air, do not permit us to conclude whether fluid inertia (cf.
Rep) or particle inertia (cf. St) is the dominant effect on clustering.

Our data, however, suggest that hydrodynamic instabilities may be more 
efficient for promoting clustering, and hence lower values of Cmax, at low 
values of Rep that characterize the transitional regime between laminar and 
fully turbulent conditions (Rep of the order of ~101–102 is commonly cited for 
the lower limit of the turbulent regime; Jeffrey & Pearson, 1965) and at low 
values of St that characterize better fluid‐particle coupling. There is broad 
consensus that preferential concentration is most important for St ~ 1 (e.g., 
Balachandar & Eaton, 2010; Fessler et al., 1994; Sundaram & Collins, 1997) 
because decreasing granular temperature related to particle collisions with 
decreasing degree of turbulence increases fluid‐particle coupling to enhance 
clustering. Whether both hydrodynamic instabilities and particle collisions 
favor clustering at low values of Rep or St remains an open question and not 
one for which our experiments can provide new insights. In order to 
stimulate further research on this issue, however, we highlight that at low 
values of Rep or St, clustering might depend on a critical mass of the solid 
phase in the mixture since the data for mass concentrations of both particle 
types collapse (Supporting Information S2). Attributing the maximum particle
concentration to clustering is an alternative to the model of Cantero et al. 
(2012) for water‐particle turbidity currents, which assumes suppression of 
fluid turbulence when a solid concentration threshold is reached.

Our empirical law Cmax = 0.78 × Rep
0.17 is compared in Figure 4 with the 

results of experiments of Lu et al. (2009) on gas‐particle riser flows and of 
Breard et al. (2016) on analogue pyroclastic density currents. In Lu et al. 
(2009) an air flow at velocity larger than the particle settling velocity and 
passing through a packed bed entrained particles upward and generated a 
dilute mixture. In contrast, in experiments of Breard et al. (2016), a dilute 
mixture collapsed under gravity onto a rigid substrate and deflated to form a
highly concentrated lateral flow. In both cases, a transitional state from high 
to low concentrations existed, where clusters were most evident. In the riser 
configuration, for example, the clusters typically showed particle 
concentrations of ~10–15 vol. % (Chen et al., 2016). Our configuration 
involving clusters forming and settling in a dilute suspension is closer to that 
of Breard et al. (2016) than that of Lu et al. (2009) in terms of flow dynamics.



Interestingly, the data of Breard et al. (2016), that is, particle concentration 
of ~1.6–2.2 vol. % and Rep~65–160 in the cluster‐rich region, are in very 
good agreement with our findings. We calculated Rep from the flow velocity 
~10 m/s, the mean grain size ~100–250 μm, and the particle density ~2,000
kg/m3 given for the region containing clusters (called CL) in Figure 4 and 
Supplementary Material of Breard et al. (2016). The particle concentration of 
~1.5–2 vol. % at Rep~5 in Lu et al. (2009) is slightly larger than predicted by 
our empirical law (~1 vol. %). In Figure 4, the experimental law is 
extrapolated to infer maximum particle concentrations in geophysical gas‐
particle turbulent flows. Considering dilute pyroclastic density currents with 
Remix up to ~109–1010 and containing particles with maximum sizes of 1–10 
cm and typical densities of 1,000–2,500 kg/m3, having terminal settling 
velocities of 20–80 m/s, then Rep~102–105 (Figure 4). Assuming that the 
empirical law is applicable at Rep > 103, we find maximum particle 
concentrations of ~2–5 vol. %. These maximum concentrations are likely to 
be achieved when biphasic mixtures evolve from dense to dilute, or vice 
versa, and as clusters typical of the transient intermediate concentration 
state segregate in a transition zone as shown by Lu et al. (2009) and Breard 
et al. (2016).

Our experiments also provide insights into the dynamics and structure of 
gravitational geophysical gas‐particle flows such as pyroclastic density 
currents generated from column collapse. These could consist fundamentally
of (i) a concentrated basal layer with particles transported in a granular 



regime and (ii) an upper dilute layer with particles carried by the turbulent 
fluid, which has mean concentrations close to Cmax at early stages and then 
decreasing as the ambient fluid is incorporated while the flow propagates. 
This conceptual model is consistent with the observations of Breard et al. 
(2016) for propagating density currents.

5 Conclusions

Through laboratory experiments we addressed the issue of the maximum 
particle concentration in dilute turbulent gas‐particle mixtures. We conclude 
with the following remarks.

1. Mixtures of air and ceramic particles had maximum solid 
concentrations set by clustering. The maximum concentrations of the 
mixtures were 0.7–2.4 vol. % and increased with the particle Reynolds 
number.

2. Our data combined with those of earlier experiments show that the 
maximum particle volume concentration in gas‐particle mixtures varies
with the particle Reynolds number according to Cmax = 0.78 × Rep

0.17. 
This is consistent with clustering caused by processes such as 
hydrodynamic instabilities occurring at the particle scale.

3. We infer from our experimental laws that geophysical turbulent gas‐
particle flows with particle Reynolds numbers ~102–105 have maximum
solid phase concentrations of ~2–5 vol. %.
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